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Introduction
In chapter 9 of the Apocalypse of Abraham, a Jewish work
composed in the early centuries of the Common Era, God promises
Abraham that He will reveal to him the utmost secrets of the
universe.1 The following chapter unveils Abraham’s encounter with his
angelic guide, a celestial creature named Yahoel. The great angel
introduces himself to the patriarch by explaining his roles and
functions. While some of the angel’s offices look familiar, others are
not. Yahoel’s enigmatic responsibilities include not only guardianship
over angelic or human beings, but also over dwellers of the demonic
realm. In Apoc. Ab. 10:9–10, Yahoel says that God appointed him to
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rule not only over the living creatures of the divine throne but also
over the Leviathans. This association of the angelic bearers of the
chariot with the creatures of the underworld has long puzzled students
of the Slavonic apocalypse. This juxtaposition of the domain of the
Chariot with the domain of the Leviathans that occurs in the beginning
of Abraham’s initiation into the heavenly secrets is invoked again later
at the pivotal point of the text when Abraham receives a vision of the
underworld while standing near the divine throne.
Thus in chapter 21 of the text, the patriarch, brought by the
angel Yahoel to the deity’s throne room, is given a vision of the
“likeness of heaven,” a puzzling disclosure portraying the domain of
the Leviathans.2 Several words must be said about the peculiar
arrangement of the patriarch’s vision during which the exalted hero of
the faith literally gazes into the abyss from the heights of his most
exalted position near the theophanic abode of the deity. In this
ultimate revelation of the divine mysteries, the patriarch’s vision of the
divine chariot paradoxically is conflated with his vision of the realm of
the Leviathan. This setting seems to provide important evidence for a
correspondence between the lower and upper realms, a parallelism3
that is already hinted at in the double duties of the great angels in
chapter 10 of the Slavonic apocalypse.
It is worthwhile to examine Abraham’s vision in closer detail. In
the beginning of this mysterious disclosure, the deity orders the seer
to look beneath his feet and “contemplate the creation.” Abraham
looks down the expanse and beholds what the text calls the “likeness
of heaven.”4 The reference to the “likeness of heaven”5 has baffled
many scholars6 because the authors of the text include as part of the
“resemblance of heaven” the lower domain resting on Leviathan.7
The focal point of this puzzling depiction is Leviathan,8 depicted
here as the cosmic foundation of the lower realm. Reference to the
idea that “the created world (universe) … lies upon him [Leviathan]” is
especially important.9 It portrays Leviathan as the “holder” and “the
foundation” of the lower created order. From the highest point of
heavens the throne of the deity, sustained by the efforts of the Living
Creatures, the hero of the faith beholds another mysterious “holder” of
cosmic dimensions in the lowest point of creation, the abyss. This
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curious correspondence between the upper and lower points of
creation with their respective “sustainers” or “holders” does not appear
coincidental. Similar to the Hayyot, the living creatures that sustain
the upper foundation of the deity’s throne, Leviathan, too, can be seen
as the pivotal holder of the lower foundation.
In light of these correspondences, it become clear why earlier in
the text, in the introduction of Yahoel’s duties, the Leviathans are
mysteriously paired with the Hayyot. It suggests that the Leviathans
might fulfill the same function in the lower realms as do the Hayyot in
the upper realm. The parallelism between the Hayyot and the
Leviathans in the Apocalypse of Abraham is also reinforced in the
aforementioned terminology of “likeness” when the seer beholds the
realm of Leviathan as “likeness of heaven.”
The positioning of the enigmatic conjunction of the realms of the
Chariot and the realm of the Leviathan(s) at the starting and final
points of the patriarch’s initiation into the heavenly secrets appears to
be deliberate and might be of special significance to the writers or
editors of the text. This combination appears to reveal some
similarities with the Jewish understanding of esoteric subjects in some
early Jewish and rabbinic materials. This correspondence, therefore,
should be explored more closely in the light of relevant early Jewish
and rabbinic sources.

Secrets of the Hayyot and Secrets of Behemoth
and Leviathan
It is possible that the juxtaposition of the Hayyot and the
Leviathans amid the revelation of secrets is intended to identify two
subjects of esoteric knowledge, one of which is tied to the vision of the
Chariot and other to the vision of the Creation. An important question
arises, however: how unusual is this conjunction of the secrets of the
realms of the Merkavah and the realm of the Leviathans in early
Jewish writings and rabbinic literature?
A well-known tradition in Mishnah Hagigah 2 outlines several
fields of esoteric knowledge, delimiting strict boundaries for their
study. The mishnaic passage specifically mentions the Account of
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Creation and the Account of the Chariot, saying that “the forbidden
degrees may not be expounded before three persons, nor the Story of
Creation before two, nor the Chariot before one alone, unless he is a
Sage that understands of his own knowledge.”10 These two important
esoteric subjects, one consisting of Ma’ase Merkavah and the other Ma’ase Bereshit, will eventually give rise to prominent interpretive
traditions in later Jewish mystical speculation. It is intriguing that in
later rabbinic materials the theme of the great primordial monsters,
Leviathan and Behemoth, became very important and is often
developed in the course of Ma’ase Bereshit speculation. Further, the
great monsters became an emblematic feature of the Account of
Creation to the point that some rabbinic passages even speak, not
about Ma’ase Merkavah and Ma’ase Bereshit, but about the secrets of
the Chariot and the secrets of the Monsters. One of the examples of
this peculiar juxtaposition is – Song of Songs Rabbah 1:28 where the
revelation of the secrets of the Chariot is conflated with the revelation
of the secrets of Behemoth and Leviathan. The text reads: “For
whence was Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite to know how to reveal
to Israel the secrets of Behemoth and Leviathan, and whence was
Ezekiel to know how to reveal to them the secrets of the Chariot.
Hence it is written: The King hath brought me into his [secret]
chambers.”11
In his analysis of the first part of this passage about the secrets
of Leviathan and Behemoth, Michael Fishbane suggests that “we are
not informed just what this disclosure consists of; but it undoubtedly
involves the esoteric nature of these monsters as part of the work of
creation, since this instruction12 is mentioned together with the fact
that Ezekiel will reveal to them the secrets of the Chariot.”13 Fishbane
argues convincingly that the lore about the great monsters often
serves in the rabbinic materials as an important marker of the subject
of the Ma’ase Bereshit that is juxtaposed there with the subject of the
Ma’ase Merkavah.14
It might be tempting to view these later rabbinic testimonies
about the Hayyot and the Leviathans as inventions that have little to
do with the early Jewish traditions about the great monsters. A close
analysis of the early sources, however, demonstrates that already
even in some Second Temple materials esoteric knowledge about the
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Leviathans became juxtaposed with the secrets of the Chariot. These
important developments should be explored in detail. We will begin our
investigation of this early evidence by returning to the aforementioned
tradition from Mishnah Hagigah. There one can find a cryptic warning
about the study of esoteric subjects: “Whosoever gives his mind to
four things it was better for him if he had not come into the world –
what is above? what is beneath? what was beforetime? and what will
be hereafter.”15
What this formula means has long been debated among
scholars.16 Some argue that this mishnaic formulation of esoteric
subjects encompasses two dimensions, first spatial, realms above and
beneath, and second, temporal, which includes protological and
eschatological markers (what was beforetime and what will be
hereafter.) Others recognize in the formula only one dimension,
spatial, suggesting, for example, that the mishnaic expression might
intend to describe the dimension of the divine Body.17 The provenance
of the formula has also been debated in an attempt to trace the roots
of the mishnaic tradition to biblical, pseudepigraphical or gnostic
materials. It has also been suggested that mishnaic formulae might
stem from the Mesopotamian materials.18 In this study I would like to
focus only on several early Jewish traditions in an attempt to clarify
possible roots of the mishnaic formula.
It appears that the mishnaic formula reflects some settings
found in early Jewish visionary accounts. If so, the formula found in m.
Hag. might serve as the crucial link between the early visionary
traditions contemplating the subjects of the Account of Creation and
the Account of the Chariot and later rabbinic developments. Let us first
turn our attention to some early Jewish accounts.
Scholars have previously noted that the mishnaic formula
appears to be reminiscent of the description of esoteric subjects
conveyed in a vision to Moses in the Exagoge of Ezekiel the
Tragedian.19 Preserved in fragmentary form by several ancient
sources,20 Exagoge 67–90 describes Moses’ vision on Mount Sinai. In
his dream, the seer beholds a noble man seating on the great throne
with a crown and a large scepter in his left hand. In the course of the
vision the noble man vacates his exalted seat and instructs Moses to
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sit on it, transferring to him his crown. Then Moses is given a vision of
the whole world: he has been enabled to see above the heaven and
beneath the earth. Further, a multitude of stars fall before Moses’
knees as he counts them. The stars parade before the dreaming
prophet like a battalion of men.21
After the son of Amram receives this revelation, his mysterious
interpreter, Raguel, informs the seer that his vision of the whole
earth—the world below and above the heavens—signifies that he will
see what is, what has been, and what shall be. Several scholars have
previously suggested that the formula is closely connected to the
rabbinic formulation from Mishnah Hagigah 2. It encompasses a
distinctive spatial dimension, the world below and the world above, as
well as a temporal dimension, “what is, what has been and what shall
be.” It is interesting that the Exagoge is not unique in its attempt to
connect Moses with enigmatic formulae. A later rabbinic tradition also
ties Moses with the mishnaic formulation: “Moses did not do well in
hiding his face, for had he not done so, God would have revealed to
him what is above and what is below, what has happened and what
will happen” (Exodus Rabbah 3:1).22
Let us return to the Exagoge. Scholars’ suggestion that the
expression found there is reminiscent of the mishnaic formulation
should be examined more closely in the context of the entire passage.
The first thing that catches the eye here is that in the Exagoge the
seer beholds the vision of the Chariot, represented by the divine
throne with an anthropomorphic figure on it. Further, in the course of
the vision the seer himself becomes enthroned on the Merkavah.
Scholars have previously argued that the passage from the Exagoge is
a specimen of Merkavah mysticism.23 It is significant that, similar to
the expression found in Mishnah Hagigah, the Exagoge’s formulation is
also conveyed in the context of the Merkavah tradition.
Another noteworthy detail is that the Exagoge passage mentions
that Moses had a vision of things not only above the heaven but also
“beneath the earth.” This reference to the secrets of the underworld is
intriguing and it is possible that the sentence following it that deals
with the “stars” is somehow connected with mysteries of the
underworld. As may be remembered, the text tells that Moses saw a
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multitude of stars falling before his knees and parading before the son
of Amram like a battalion of men. It has previously been noted that
the Exagoge passage might have been influenced by the Enochic
traditions and attempts to rewrite the Enochic motifs from the Mosaic
perspective.24 In view of the Enochic connections, the imagery of the
stars falling before Moses evokes the memory of the peculiar
symbolism found in some Enochic writings where stars signify the
fallen Watchers.25 Moreover, in some Enochic texts, the Watchers
imprisoned in the underworld or lower heavens are sometimes
depicted as “falling down” before the seventh antediluvian hero during
his visitation of the regions of their punishment. One of the specimens
of this tradition is found in 2 Enoch where the fallen Watchers are
depicted as bowing down before the patriarch Enoch.26
This reference to the relevant Enochic developments and their
connection with the formulas found in the Exagoge and Mishnah
Hagigah does not seem far-fetched, and it is possible that the early
versions of the formula originated inside the Enochic lore, which
portrays the seventh antediluvian hero traveling through the upper
and lower regions and receiving knowledge about protological and
eschatological events. Later Enochic traditions connect the knowledge
received by Enoch-Metatron to the formulations echoing the famous
mishnaic expression. Thus, in chapter 10 of Sefer Hekhalot the deity
orders the Prince of Wisdom and the Prince of Understanding to
instruct the visionary in “the wisdom of those above and of those
below in the wisdom of this world and of the world to come.”27
In view of these connections, I have previously proposed that
already in the early Enochic lore one can find a designation of esoteric
knowledge reminiscent of the formula from Mishnah Hagigah.28 Thus,
in chapter 60 of the Book of the Similitudes, which deals with a
constellation of the esoteric subjects, the interpreting angel reveals to
the visionary a secret described as “first and last in heaven, in the
heights, and under the dry ground” (1 Enoch 60:11).29 This
remarkable saying is reminiscent of both the above mentioned
tradition from the Exagoge and the expression from Mishnah Hagigah.
Similar to the Exagoge and the mishnaic formulation, it appears to
encompass the temporal (“first and last”) and spatial (“in the height
and under the dry ground”) dimensions. The reference to the “first”
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and “last” is especially noteworthy as it appears to be laden with
protological and eschatological overtones.
It is even more intriguing that the formula found in the
Similitudes 60:11 is situated in the narrative dealing with the
revelation of two esoteric subjects already mentioned in our study, the
Account of the Chariot (1 Enoch 60:1–6) and the Account of Leviathan
and Behemoth (1 Enoch 60:7–10). In view of these peculiar
correlations, we should explore chapter 60 more closely.
In 1 Enoch 60:1–6 the seer, like Moses in the Exagoge,
describes his vision of the deity seated on the throne of his glory and
his own transformation during this vision.30 This visionary Merkavah
account is situated in the text right before the tradition about two
primordial monsters. The text then narrates about the eschatological
time when the two protological creatures will be separated from one
another: a female monster, Leviathan, will dwell in the depths of the
sea above the springs of the waters and a male monster, Behemoth,
will occupy an immense desert named Dendayn.31
It is intriguing that the authors of the Book of the Similitudes,
like the authors of the Apocalypse of Abraham and Song of Songs
Rabbah attempt to conflate two esoteric subjects, the Merkavah vision
and the vision of Leviathan and Behemoth. This constellation is then
followed in the Enochic pseudepigraphon by the expression about the
secret described as “first and last in heaven, in the heights, and under
the dry ground.”
It should be also noted that in 1 Enoch 60 the formula is placed
in a narrative witha rich, distinctive vocabulary that is applied not only
to the disclosure of secrets but also their concealment. Thus, just
before the formula is given in v. 11, in v. 10 an angel tells the seer
that he will receive knowledge of the secret things to the degree it is
permitted. This dialectic of revelation and concealment is reminiscent
of traditions in Mishnah Hagigah with its aesthetics of concealment.32
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Conclusion
This paper has suggested the possibility that speculations about
the mysteries found in the Exagoge, the Book of the Similitudes, and
the Apocalypse of Abraham might constitute a formative conceptual
background for the later formulations of esoteric subjects found in
Mishnah Hagigah and other rabbinic materials. It is important that all
the aforementioned early Jewish accounts portray transformation of
the seers in the course of their encounter with and acquisition of
esoteric subjects. This again might point to a possible visionary
background of the early formulations of esoteric subjects reflected in
the passage from Mishnah Hagigah and might support the insights of
previous scholars who argued for the continuity between the early
Jewish accounts and later rabbinic mystical speculations about the
Account of Creation and the Account of the Chariot.33
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